About Intellore:
Intellore is a young company of experienced professionals. The company provides co-creation technology
services for our customers and their ecosystem partners enabling each stage of their digital
transformation journey for them to innovate and create new value for all the stakeholders. These services,
where the IP of the offering belongs to our customer, range from domain-specific intelligent sensor / edge
devices to cloud platforms right up to Differentiated / Insightful enterprise applications. These services
for today’s fast-evolving digital and connected enterprises are based on the solid foundation of vast
proven experience and track record in “embedded systems services” and “application software
development services” collectively brought in by our founder-directors and the founding-staff.
Position: Flutter Developer
Job Location:
Intellore Systems Pvt Ltd,
Off No 7 & 8, Krishna Shanti Residency, S. No. 346 & 347,
Bavdhan Budruk, Taluka Mulshi, Pune – 411 021, Maharashtra.
Job Summary:
We are looking for Flutter developer who is having hands on experience in iOS or android applications.
This position is on contract .
Skills And Qualifications:
 Experience in developing efficient mobile apps using native and hybrid technologies.
 Minimum 3 years experience in developing iOS or Android native apps and minimum 6 months
experience in developing Flutter apps.
 Have published at least 4 apps in the Apple/Google Store.
 Experience interfacing to the camera and other on-device hardware.
 Experience in social networks integration and REST API.
 Solid understanding of the mobile app development cycle.
 Strong knowledge of SOLID principle, MVP, MVVM, BLoC, Provider, software design patterns.
 Write well-structured, efficient and maintainable code and actively keep the quality of the code
base in check.
 Excellent analytical and problem-solving skills.
 Experience with offline(local) storage, threading, and performance improvement.
 Proficient understanding of code versioning tools, such as Git.
 BCS/MCM/MCA or BE / B. Tech- Computers with Minimum 3 years’ experience in developing iOS or
Android native apps
How to Apply:
Visit https://intellore.com/career/ and click on ‘Apply’ against right job opening
Alternatively, you could also send your resume at dipti.kulkarni@intellore.com

